DEFINe YOUR NEEDS - PROCESS AUDIT

Getting up to speed on all the latest technologies can be hard and time consuming. You can rely on Blentech to audit your process and advise a design that blends simplicity with technology. We provide multiple generations of experience to assess your production line and guide you to innovate your process. Our food processing engineers and food scientists build and start up food production lines are perfectly suited to provide expertise to help adapt to current technologies. A Blentech Process Audit can minimize your fears of specifying the wrong equipment and help get everyone on the same page. Hiring an engineering firm can be costly and there are no guarantees of performance. We don’t broker deals or sell you catalog items that aren’t custom designed for your particular needs. Let a Blentech Process Audit guide you to a simple solution to common problems. [Have us conduct an audit before you do a trial to prove the new process in the test center. Let this audit help determine a new formulation.]

AUTOMATION
- Let us assess your process and advise on ways more effectively automate portions to save you time and labor costs. Our expert team knows how to integrate the latests technologies to make your production line as automated as possible yet also affordable.

SCALE-UP RISK
- We understand scale-up and equipment better than an outside firm so why pay the middle person to do an audit? A Blentech Process Audit uses our experts in engineering and food science to recommend the best solution for your exact needs to ensure scale-up is successful.

FOOD SAFETY
- The Blentech team has been in countless food production plants for over 30 years. Our team is also HACCP certified. Rely on our experience to advise processes with the highest and most current food safety standards in mind.

THROUGHPUT
- Sometimes you need to seek the advice of experienced engineers to recommend processes with throughput in mind. Increase your margins and reduce yield loss without cutting costs. Use minimal adjustments to increase production combining your existing equipment and new technologies.

REDUCE PROCESSING TIMES
- Looking to find ways to reduce processing times? A Blentech Process Audit can determine exactly where you can make changes to your process using newer technologies and innovative solutions.

PLANT EXPANSION/NEW SITES
- A plant expansion is an enormous undertaking at a tremendous cost to both the bottom line and your team. Let Blentech’s 30 years of experience in the food processing industry help guide your decision making. Use our engineering experts to recommend the most efficient and cost effective way to make the most of an expansion.

BLENDING SIMPLICITY WITH TECHNOLOGY

A Blentech Process Audit allows you to discover ways to blend simplicity with technology in your food production line. Make the investment in an audit to ensure you’re also investing in the right equipment. Some Process Audit costs can be credited towards your purchase order. Contact us for more details today.
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